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Kubota Engine America's newly developed D902-K is "Kubota's first electronically controlled diesel engine below 19 kW," according to Kubota
Corporation's president and representative director ...
Kubota Engine America Introduces Electronically Controlled D902-K
If you’re dreaming about a first-gen Mustang and a fully restored model is too expensive, you’re probably thinking of going for plan B and buy a
project car that can then be brought back to the mint ...
21K-Mile 1966 Ford Mustang Sitting for Years Is Fully Loaded, Engine Turns Over
Hello and welcome to the Ford equivalent of a Singer Porsche. This pro-touring 1965 Mustang Fastback pony is built not only to go fast but also to be
different from what you'd expect it to be. It's ...
Pro-Touring 1965 Ford Mustang Hides 2011 Boss 302 Engine and Other Surprises
Mercedes-Benz revolutionized the Grand Tourer vehicle class with its 500 K model, implementing undeniable innovation that changed the course for
future automobiles.
1935 Mercedes-Benz 500 K: Stunning Innovation
There were plenty of individuals who tried to launch cars with the original design in the Indian market. The Aravind Model 3 was one of them.
India’s first indigenous car – Aravind Model 3 – & the story behind it
The Porsche Macan EV is coming, though there’s still going to be a bit of a waitbeofre it hits the road. It’s been two years since Porsche confirmed
that the Macan EV was in development, and now we’ve ...
Porsche Macan EV release date, price, range and more
The COVID-19 pandemic has a considerable impact on the aircraft microturbine engine market. The outbreak of pandemic has led to major lockdown
situations in most of the countries across the world.
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Prognosticate: Impact of Covid-19 on Businesses of the Global Aircraft Microturbine Engine Market
Agricultural sectors receive US$600 billion per year in government support, providing incentives for GHG emission-intensive production. Here, the
authors show that removing this support will not ...
Agricultural subsidies and global greenhouse gas emissions
For the first time in a while, we're growing more optimistic about the European economy. The historical beta since inception of DFE relative to the
MSCI Europe Index is a strong 1.25, meaning any ...
European Small Caps Are Revving Their Engines
Two brand new machines and a host of upgrades from the other three manufacturers as the grid features a new look for the 2021 campaign.
The new bikes ready to take on WorldSBK in 2021
Hyundai announced Tuesday two recalls affecting more than 390,000 vehicles in the United States and Canada that could result in engine fires or
failure.
Recall alert: Hyundai recalls nearly 400K vehicles amid engine fire, failure risks
Under the seat of your car? Too obvious. Behind the glovebox? Maybe. Engine airbox? Yes—that’s just the ticket. But not really, as Reddit user
ToWeLsRuLe explains. His post highlights ...
Garage Horror Stories: Misplaced marijuana stalls customer’s engine
(AAM), (NYSE: AXL) will receive $5 million in funding from the U.S. Department of Energy to advance development of its next generation Electric
Drive Technology. The cooperative agreement from the ...
AAM to Receive U.S. Department of Energy Cooperative Agreement for Electric Drive Technology
Swaraj Engines (SEL) reported a robust performance ... We maintain our positive stance on SEL amid a highly capital efficient business model, robust
cash flow generation and overall positive ...
Buy Swaraj Engines; target of Rs 1650: ICICI Direct
The new Mustang Mach-E GT and Mach-E GT Performance Edition will see a jump from the Mustang Mach-E's maximum 346 horsepower to 480hp.
That means both of the Mach-E GT models have ...
Ford Mustang Mach-E GT delivers a surge of power to tackle Tesla Model Y
Do you find the regular Tesla Model S a bit too bland? Well, then, Caviar has the solution. It’s called the Model Excellence 24K and it’s been bathed in
gold. The 24 karat (999) gold was applied to ...
After iPhones, Caviar Is Now Modifying Cars Too; Meet The 24k Gold Tesla Model S ‘999’
Mercedes-Benz is getting ready to launch the entry-level GLA SUV in India in the next few weeks, and the company has unveiled the engine details
ahead of that launch. The 2021 Mercedes-Benz GLA ...
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2021 Mercedes-Benz GLA engine gets 3 variants, AMG model: Check all details
Q1 2021 Earnings Call May 4, 2021, 9:00 a.m. ET Good day, and welcome to the IAA, Inc. First Quarter 2021 Earnings Conference Call. [Operator
Instructions] I would now like to turn the conference over ...
IAA Inc (IAA) Q1 2021 Earnings Call Transcript
The best argument for President Joe Biden’s three-part proposal to invest heavily in America and its people is an echo of Franklin Roosevelt’s
explanation for the New Deal. “In 1932 there was an ...
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